
         JAVA CODING                                                           
         CAMP AGES 9-14 
 
Jump-start your programming skills 
or take them to the next level. 
 
Engage in teacher-led demos, coding challenges, 
and projects like digital board games, platformers, 
and visual-based animations.

         GIRLS STEM  
         CAMP AGES 7-13 
 
Bringing some balance to  
the world of STEM. 
 
Girls...They’re awesome problem solvers, designers, 
and collaborators. BUT, girls claim less than 20% of 
all bachelor degrees in engineering and computer 
science! Girls STEM Camp tries to bring some
balance to the world of STEM.

Times & Costs:

February & April Camp in Brookline, Cambridge, Lexington, and Newton!

Early drop-off: FREE
8:30am - 9:00am

Extended day: $20/day
4:00pm - 5:30pm

Half day PM: $365+/wk
1:00pm - 4:00pm

Half day AM: $365+/wk
9:00am - 12:00pm

Full day: $645+/wk  
9:00am - 4:00pm 

* The week of July 1-5 is a 4-day camp, as we will not be running  
  camp on Thursday, July 4th. 
 
** These sessions include one hour of swim time from 4pm-5pm during     
   extended day at the JCC Outdoor Pool. Prices are slightly increased.

This camp must comply with regulations of the Massachusetts Department of  

Public Health and be licensed by the local board of health. Empow Studios shall  

inform parents at the time application forms are provided that they may request  

copies of background check, health care, and discipline policies as well as  

procedures for filing grievances.

         MINECRAFT  
         CAMP AGES 7-13 
 
The most popular game for kids  
is also the perfect environment  
to design, build, and code! 
 
Using a combination of custom curriculum and Minecraft 
Education Edition, you’ll learn concepts in electrical 
design, computer science, and 3D modeling. 
We have projects for all skill levels: pixel art, architecture,
command blocks, redstone, modding, and more. 

         AR/VR CAMP  
         AGES 12-17 
 
A two-week immersion into 
the future of technology. 
 
Work collaboratively to build games in Augmented 
& Virtual Reality using some of the most advanced 
tools to date. For those interested in emerging 
technology, whether you’re an artist, designer, 
programmer, or gamer.

         TECH & DESIGN  
         CAMP AGES 7-13 
 
A camp where kids CHOOSE what they 
want to create in digital arts & design, 
engineering, and computer science.
 
This is the camp for digital explorers. Choose your 
project! Video game design, coding, robotics, animation, 
3D modeling, music production, and more.
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“I KEEP COMING BACK HERE BECAUSE IT’S A  
 PLACE I CAN BE MYSELF.” - Ariel, an Empow camper
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